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Enhance 
Data Security 
Through Email

The key is having a solution that is easy and simple to 
not only implement, but use for everyone involved in the 
e-mail transmission. This approach ensures greater traction 
and compliance. Cyberthreats in mortgage affect your en-
tire business. Are you protected?  PaperClip’s eM4 protects 
customers’ personal information from unwarranted access 
and the accountability for its use. This significantly mini-
mizes your exposure to compliance and reputational risk. 
Here’s how it works:

Until now, the industry has lacked a truly compliant e-
mail solution, which by industry definition requires that a 
disinterested third party maintain both the keys used to en-
crypt the data and a “chain of custody” audit of the emails 
themselves. eM4, which fulfills both of these requirements, 
documents the secure life of the e-mail across the Internet 
and provides the industry with a bar-raising solution that 
ensures the highest level of fully auditable confidentiality. 
eM4 captures e-mail metadata and stores it so that all sub-
scribers can reconcile and reproduce the information for 
necessary audits. A secure web portal provides access for 
interactive auditing and period reporting.

eM4 subscriber service is so easy to use that it requires 
no user training. The system does all the work behind the 
scenes, with the user barely detecting any difference from 
usual e-mail activity. Simple encoding rules secure e-mails 
across the Internet in a compliant manner, and no user keys 
are required, which eliminates the cost of keys and their 
associated management. Non-subscribers can also use eM4 
to reply to subscriber e-mails in secure and compliant way.

eM4, which stands for “e-mail 4 Compliance,” is a 
unique service providing a level of true e-mail compliance 
without undertaking the more cumbersome option of se-
cure electronic document delivery. Unlike standard secure 
electronic delivery in which messages must be retrieved at 
a secure location, with eM4 users simply send e-mail as 
usual. The system deploys in less than one day, requires 
no user training, and is affordable by an individual user to 
even the largest enterprise customers.

If you want to be protected just PaperClip it. 
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VENDOR SOLUTION DIRECT & IN-DIRECT COST 
APPLIANCE COST $16,000
TLS COST   $16,285
WEBMAIL COST (25 EMPLOYEES) $32,465
ANNUAL VENDOR COST $64,750

IT SETUP COST   $219
EM4 ENTERPRISE RELAY COST $500
EM4 FULL SUBSCRIBER RATE (25 )$1875 
ANNUAL EM4 COST $2,594

 VERIFY TLS 200 PARTNERS $7,692
BI-ANNUAL TLS VERIFICATION $15,385
CERTIFICATE COST $900
ANNUAL TLS COST $16,285

$2.5K$64.7K$18.2K

EMAIL ENCRYPTION  OPTIONS

ANNUAL TLS COST ANNUAL VENDOR COST ANNUAL EM4 COST 

THE TRUE COST OF SECURING EMAIL
A LOOK AT THE OPTIONS AND ASSOCIATED COSTS

Our story focuses on a Financial Services (Mortgage, Securities, Insurance) Company with 25 employees. They manage 
non-public information (NPI) as a third party and is required by law, regulations or rule to protect third party NPI and log 
who had access to it.  The Company has the potential to do business with 200 trading partners as they conduct their 
business.  Now let’s see their secure email options and what they really cost.

PREPARED BY PAPERCLIP INC
Established in 1991, PaperClip Incorporated develops and markets products and services that enable effective 
communications within a company and with third parties. Through innovative solutions, PaperClip helps customers 
solve operational problems and reduce overhead associated with the capture, management, transmission, and 
storage of paper, images, faxes and reports.


